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ABSTRACT 
 

Big data is one of the most discussed, and possibly least understood, terms in use in business 

today. Big data is said to offer not only unprecedented levels of business intelligence 

concerning the habits of consumers and rivals, but also to herald a revolution in the way in 

which business are organized and run. However, big data is not as straightforward as it 

might seem, particularly when it comes to the so-called dark data from social media. It is not 

simply the quantity of data that has changed; it is also the speed and the variety of formats 

with which it is delivered. This article sets out to look at big data and debunk some of the 

myths that surround it. It focuses on the role of data from social media in particular and 

highlights two common myths about big data. The first is that because a data set contains 

billions of items, traditional methodological issues no longer matter. The second is the belief 

that big data is both a complete and unbiased source of data upon which to base decisions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 As the financial Times notes, big data, the unimaginably vast quantities of data that flow relentlessly from web sites, 

databases, information systems, mobile devices, social networks and sensors, is one of the most hyped, and one of the most 

confusing, business terms in use today. Dark data (Laney et al., 2013), that is data that can only be made visible through the 

processing of the data present in social media sites such as Face book, YouTube, and Twitter, holds a special promise in this 

respect. Firms use social media to interact with their customers, to build their brand's identity, as well as to monitor their 

rivals. Social media sites can attract hundreds of millions of visitors and grow so quickly that statistics about their use 

becomes outdated before they reach the page. The growth of mobile communications, such as mobile telephones and tablets, 

combined with 'the internet of things' where internet- enabled devices exchange data without human intervention, has further 

contributed to the rate of growth of such data.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 
The widespread literature collected related to the interworking architectures using various techniques is critically 

reviewed and presented in this paper. The discussion was initiated by introducing the current and the most notable 

interworking architectures and related design issues.  The recognition of mobile computing is growing and more mobile hosts 

are connected with the interfaces of multiple networks, which have the ability to connect with internet. Hsu et al. [1] propose 

an adaptive network selection scheme, ANSWER, across WLAN and UMTS networks. The proposal focuses on estimation of 

network conditions, prediction of user's moving behavior and decisions on potential vertical handoffs. Available bandwidth in 

WLAN access networks is estimated through calculation of normalized throughput of standard size packets. UMTS available 

bandwidth is considered a certain constant level. The algorithm for the actual network selection is then presented. Each  

iteration of the algorithm contains calculation and/or estimation of available bandwidth in the WLAN network, received power 

in WLAN network, velocity of mobile node (obtained through GPS measurements) and expected duration of the stay in the 

WLAN cell. The network selection may sleep for a while if received power in WLAN network is below a certain threshold or 

when a handoff has been made recently. Notably, oscillation is also avoided through usage of oscillation avoidance constant. 

Also, the probing frequencies are calculated as reverse proportional against the velocity of the mobile node and the relation of 

available bandwidth in the WLAN network against available bandwidth in the UMTS network. For stationary mobile nodes 

available bandwidths are simply compared taking the oscillation avoidance constant into account. For moving mobile nodes a 

vertical handoff from UMTS to WLAN is made if available bandwidth in the WLAN is higher than UMTS available 

bandwidth. That is completed taking the oscillation prevention stable, predictable duration of the stay of the mobile node in the 

particular WLAN cell, and the cost of two vertical handoffs compensating  for the risk of a return handoff to UMTS into 

account. 

 

The proposed scheme is evaluated through NS-2 simulations and evaluation of two metrics, namely good put, defined as the 

difference between the total number of bits received and number of retransmitted bits during a certain time interval, and the 

number of handoffs. Yilmaz et al. [2] study five different network selection algorithms based on different input parameters. 

The algorithms are evaluated and compared in terms of achieved bit rate and results indicate that in some scenarios the simple 

access selection principle “WLAN if coverage” gives good enough results. Song et al. [3] suggest a network selection scheme 

in an incorporated WLAN and UMTS atmosphere using mathematical modeling and computational techniques applying 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to decide relative weights of various evaluation criterion and Grey Relational Analysis 

(GRA) to rank the network alternatives. Quality of Service is placed at the top of the AHP hierarchy while throughput, 

timeliness, reliability, security, and cost are at the second level in the AHP hierarchy. Received signal strength and coverage 

area are used to represent availability, while delay, response time, and jitter are used to represent  timeliness, and finally bit 

error rate, burst error, and average number of retransmissions per packet define reliability. 

 

UMTS is considered always on, so the problem is thus about deciding about the availability of WLAN. The decision is taken 

so that the network with the largest Grey Relational Coefficient (GRC) is chosen as next access network. The network 

selection scheme is evaluated through simulations. Ormond et al. [4] recommend a end user surplus based algorithm for 

access network selection selecting the finest available network for transferring non real-time data, with user specified time 

constraints. The basic assumption is that users’ willingness to pay depends on the required transfer completion time. 
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3. MODELING THE INTERWORKING OF HYBRID ACCESS SYSTEM 

An appropriate integration and interworking of existing wireless systems are vital in this context. 3GPP and 3GPP2 both have 

proposed interworking architectures for 3G cellular networks and wireless local area networks (WLAN). However, the 

proposed interworking architectures are delayed due to some drawbacks; the most significant being the seamless roaming and 

absence of guaranteed quality of service (QoS). 

 

The integration of WLAN and 3G cellular networks may be done in phases. Loose and tight coupling are the two major 

architectures for 3G/WLAN interworking that have been proposed by both 3G wireless initiatives i.e. 3GPP and 3GPP2, for 

their respective system. However, the new integration brings new challenges such as security issues, Quality of Service 

guarantees, interworking, and mobility management and integration point. These issues are key challenges in order to support 

global roaming and service continuity of mobile nodes (MNs) across various networks in an efficient way. A study in 

reference provides a generic overview of possible techniques and levels of the interworking for the heterogeneous wireless 

networks. 

 

A major issue in interworking architecture is that different applications have varying bandwidth requirements and different 

access networks provide different quality of access and bit rates at different sites, therefore different networks may be of best 

utility at different times. As a result multimode or multi-interface devices have been introduced. Smart phones are gaining 

popularity because of providing connectivity with cellular and WLAN. Smart phones have a built wireless card. The need of 

seamless operations or sessions in mobile wireless devices, across heterogeneous wireless networks demands for the 

emergence of such multi- interface devices. Below Figure represents the hybrid network architecture for the interworking of 

wireless networks like WLAN, WiMax, UMTS and satellite networks. In the architecture, it is assumed that the mobile node 

supports multiple interfaces and can use any network when available. The hybrid network model assumes that either a single 

operator controls all the access networks (for example, Vodafone provides 3G, WiMax and WLAN services) or Service Level 

Agreements (SLA) are in places when the networks and operated by different service providers. This is important for a mobile 

node roaming into other networks to have seamless mobility across different networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interworking Requirements 

 

In Figure.1, Interworking Requirements concisely describes the several requirements for interworking UMTS and 

Wireless LAN network. 
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i) Interworking Model 

 

In Figure 2, the green arrows demonstrate the direct roaming contract and they permit and support the interworking. In 

Figure, WLAN1 have direct roaming with UMTS1 and UMTS2 respectively, where as WLAN2 has direct roaming only with 

UMTS2. UMTS2 have indirect roaming with WLAN1 whereas UMTS1 and UMTS2 have roaming contract with each other. 

MS have contribution with UMTS and set with WLAN and UMTS apparatus. On the basis of available signal strength and 

cost of data transfer, the MS decides that which access network to be connected [5, 6]. 

 

ii) Interoperability 

For different operating systems, on different platform, over different networks interoperability condition is essential. To allow 

seamless communication across dissimilar architecture, interoperability manages all the essential translation. 

 

iii) User Requirement 

For presenting more services to customer by interworking of WLAN and 3G networks, dissimilar architectures are better 

suited for diverse application domains. The interworking relationship includes connecting two or more different Radio Access 

Technologies (3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP and non- 3GPP)) such as Wi-Fi, UMTS, WiMAX and LTE to allow 

Mobile Users to access these interworked networks and to maintain their ongoing sessions. We propose an extended model 

called Interworking Hybrid Access System which allows interaction, communication, and precedence capabilities, 

simultaneously. 

 

     Media Independent Handoff Services 

The IEEE Group released IEEE 802.21 standard Media Independent Handoff (MIH) in 2009 to provide seamless VHO 

between heterogeneous wireless networks that include both wireless (3GPP and non-3GPP) and wired media. The IEEE 

802.21 defines two entities; the first one, Point of Service (PoS) which is responsible for establishing communication between 

a network and the MU under MIH and the second one, Point of Attachment (PoA) which is Radio Access Technology (RAT) 

access point.  The MIH also offers three most important services: Media Independent Event Service (MIES), Media 

Independent Command Service (MICS) and Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) [17] such that the MIH relies on 

the presence of mobility management protocols (e.g., MIP and SIP). 

 

A. Media Independent Event Service (MIES) 

It is responsible for detecting events and reporting them between the MU and the network (e.g., link up on the connection 

(established), link down (broken) and link going down (breakdown imminent)). 
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B. Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) 

It is responsible for collecting all information required to identify if the handoff is needed or not and pass the information 

to MUs (e.g., available networks, locations, capabilities and cost), this is shown in Figure.3. 

 

C. Media Independent Command Service (MICS) 

It is responsible for issuing the commands based on information which is gathered by MIIS and MIES (e.g., MIH handoff 

initiate, MIH handoff prepare, MIH handoff commit and MIH handoff complete). A personal digital assistant (PDA) which 

offers an instance for a wireless and portable device. This personal digital assistant communicates with a base station in the 

middle of the picture. The base station consists of a radio transceiver (sender and receiver) and an interworking unit 

connecting the wireless link with the fixed link. 

 

 

    4. DESIGN OF INTERWORKING ARCHITECTURE 

More than one wireless networks may typically provide coverage to any given geographic area. For example, when in town 

centers or other public places like train stations, a mobile node may be in the coverage of a Universal Mobile 

Telecommunication System (UMTS) mobile network and a WLAN network. A consumer may physically configure the 

mobile node to use the UMTS network for voice services and the WLAN access for data services. The area may also be in the 

coverage of other technologies like satellite and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax). 

 

In such overlapping areas, a Radio Access Technology (RAT) selection helps in finding the most suitable network based on 

received signal strengths, errors rates, costs, user preferences, Quality of Service requirements, etc. An efficient RAT 

selection process should aim to balance the load across the different networks in order to avoid over utilization of a particular 

network while the others are underutilized. In computing, load balancing techniques are used extensively for balancing the 

load across different back-end servers. Whereas the need for the load balancing in the field of wireless communication is for 

efficiently utilizing all available radio access technologies and avoiding unwanted situation such as congestion, call blocking 

and call dropping which are caused by unbalanced utilization of radio access technologies. 
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The key phenomenon in the MIH reference model is the introduction of Media Independent Handoff Function (MIHF) between 

layer 2 and layer 3 of the OSI layer model. The MIHF receives and transmits the information about the network condition and 

configurations of the access networks around the mobile node, regardless of the MIHF location such as mobile node or network 

elements. The information handled by the MIHF originates at different layers of protocol stack in mobile node or in network 

elements. The MIHF is composed of a set of handoff enabling functions which provide service continuity while a MN traverses 

between heterogeneous wireless access link layer technologies. In the MIH Reference model. The MIH user makes use of the 

MIHF function to support seamless handoffs. Hence as shown in Figure 4-5, the load balancing module acts as the MIH user. 

 

4.1 Interworking mediator: Air Interface 

 

INTERFACES 

The inter-working function (IWF) is a method for interfacing a wireless telecommunication network with the public switched 

telephone network (PSTN). The IWF converts the data transmitted over the air interface into a format suitable for the PSTN. 

UMTS System Air Interface 

In UMTS system air interface is called UTRA (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access). UTRA is CDMA (Code Division Multiple 

Access) based technology. CDMA is implemented in two different transmission modes to get efficient subscriber multiple 

accesses. The first is UTRA Frequency Division Duplex W-CDMA and second is UTRA Time Division Duplex CDMA. The 

UTRA FDD mode uses the DS-CDMA (Wide-band Direct-Sequence Code Division Multiple Access) denoted by WCDMA. It 

utilizes a variable spreading factor and multi code link to get bit rate more than 2 Mbps. This mode supports highly user data rates 

by allocating 10 frames in which user data rate will remain same although change may occur from frame to frame depending on 

network control. This mode provides two fixed space frequencies, one for reception and other for transmission. 

 

The second UTRA TDD mode is the combination of TDMA- FDMA. It uses the same frequency channels and operates in Time 

Division Duplexing. In this mode MSs access only FDM channel at specific time and also for specific time period. If mobile get 

one or more Time Slots (TS), it periodically access the set of TS throughout the frame duration. As in TDD physical channels are 

defined by code, one TS and second frequency, where as depending on demands uplink or downlink can be assigned to each 

Time Slots.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_telecommunication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_switched_telephone_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_switched_telephone_network
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Flexible transmission can be obtained by using many TS of frame without additional resources from the hardware transceiver. 

Variable data rate can be obtain either through single code with variable spreading or through multi code transmission with fixed 

spreading. In first case within the same TS one user or users may get different spreading codes while in second case spreading 

factors may change according to data rate. 

 

The proposed UTRAN service provides interfaces to the following. 

UMTS Interfaces 1 Iu Interface 

In UTRAN this interface is used to connect the Core network Node with Radio Network Controllers represented in Figure.6 

UTRAN is composed of two different network elements: 

RNC (Radio Network Controller): The RNC is responsible for all radio management tasks inside of UTRAN. This includes 

frequency allotment/ alteration/elimination, handoff procedures, protection functions, etc. 

Node B: The Node B serves one or more cells. The tasks of the Node B is to terminated the physical layer (WCDMA FDD) and 

convert it to the transport protocol on the Iub interface towards RNC. In other terms the Node B is a relay point. everything above 

the radio physical  layer must pass transparently through the Node B. Between RNC and Node B there is the lub interface, its task 

is to transfer data (user data, signaling) between UE and RNC. Furthermore there is an optional interface lur between two RNC. 

The Iur interface is related to soft handoff procedure. This interface is similar to the Iub interface used for transparent transfer of 

data between UE and the so called serving RNC depicted in Figure.7 
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RNC is responsible for handoff decisions requiring signaling to the UE 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE OF THE INTERWORKING HYBRID SYSTEM 

 

Algorithmic structure of the Handoff Process in Hybrid access System 

This section presents the algorithmic structure of the Handoff Initiation, Handoff Decision, RAT Selection, and Handoff 

Execution. Handoff Execution modules along with the key operations and interactions. Algorithm1shows the design of a suitable 

handoff initiation algorithm that can handle imprecision and uncertainties in data and process multiple vertical handoff initiation 

parameters (criteria) shown in Figure.8 

 

Handoff Initiation Algorithm 

The handoff initiation is a process where the MU, that is equipped with multiple interfaces, searches for an available wireless 

access networks. In this phase, all required information for the handoff decision is gathered, some of this information is related to 

the user’s preferences (e.g., cost and security), network (e.g., latency and coverage) and terminal (e.g., battery and velocity).It is 

used fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference systems to design a suitable handoff initiation algorithm that can handle imprecision and 

uncertainties in data and process multiple vertical handoff initiation parameters (criteria).A Mamdani Fuzzy Inference 

System(FIS) can be used for computing accurately the handoff factor which determines whether a handoff initiation is necessary 

between an UMTS and WiMAX. 

 

 

 
 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm 1: Handoff Initiation 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
RSS = Received Signal Strength 

BS1 = Base Station 1 

BS2 = Base Station 2 

T= Threshold 

h = hysteresis  

DR: Data rate 

NCA: network coverage area  

NL: network latency 
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HF: Handoff Factor 

 

1. If(RSS _BS2> RSS_ BS1) 

“Unnecessary number of handoff (ping pong effect may be demanded due to signal instability)” 

2. If(RSS_BS2> RSS_ BS1 && RSS _BS1< T) OR If(RSS_h =’Value’) 
Handoff is initiate 

3. If (Value_T +Value_ H) 

 Minimum number of handoff 
4. If(RSS= weak && DR=low && NCA!=good && NL!=low) then 

HF is lower 
5. If(RSS= weak && DR=low && NCA!=bad && NL=medium) then 

HF is low 
6. If(RSS=medium&&DR=medium&&NCA!=bad&&NL=medium) then 

HF is medium 
7. If(RSS= strong && DR=good && NCA!=bad && NL=medium) then 

8.  HF is high 

9. If(RSS==strong && DR==high && NCA!=bad &&NL ==low) 
Then HF is higher 
 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Handoff Decision Algorithm 

Handoff decision is the ability to decide when to perform the handoff and to which access network to handoff. A decision for 

vertical handoff may depend on several issues relating to the network to which the mobile node is already connected and to the 

one that it is going to handoff. To select the best available access network, a decision maker must consider several essential 

characteristics or attributes during the initial stage of the vertical handoff decision algorithm. Some of the data for these attributes 

might be tangible because they can be determined objectively; other data, however, are highly subjective as they represent 

linguistic information and are therefore intangible. In addition, the decision is often made under uncertainties, especially linguistic 

uncertainties. To rate and rank available access networks under uncertainties, we need a methodology that incorporates a mixture 

of both tangible and intangible attributes. 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Algorithm 2: Handoff Decision 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 

RSS: Received Signal Strength 

 T: Threshold 
H: Hysteresis 
Bnew = New Base Station 
RSSnew = RSS of New Base Station 

 RSSold = RSS of Old Base Station  

SS=Signal Strength 

AV= Available resources  

MN_S= Mobile node speed 

 NC= Network coverage 

UANC= User acceptable network Cost 

 NDR= Network data rate 
NC= Network cost 
URDR= User required data rate 
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1. if RSSnew> RSSold, Choose BS Bnew 

2. if RSSnew> RSSold && RSSold< T Choose Bnew 

       3. if RSSnew> RSSold+ H Choose Bnew 

       4. if RSSnew> RSSold+ H && RSSold< T Choose Bnew 

       5. If SS=High && AV= High && MN_S= High && NC= High&&UANC=    

            High&&NDR= High&&NC= LOW&&URDR= LOW 
            Then 
         “Decision for selection the network is yes” 

 

 Handoff Execution 

Once a mobile terminal decides to perform a vertical handoff, it should execute the vertical handoff process to be associated with 

the newly selected wireless access network. A handover execution phase is presented which helps to provide better VHO 

performance with minimal packet loss(softer) and minimal latency (faster)due to buffering new data packets earlier. 

The main idea of the multiple interface handoff execution is that a UE establishes a new connection with the target access 

network via its new target radio interface while maintaining the communication with its serving interface. The authentication with 

the target access network can be achieved through a universal pre-paid SIM card. once the handoff  is finished, the old interface 

stays active for a duration of time to receive packets on the old data path, and in conclusion switches to standby state. There exist 

two simultaneous communications via two different radio interfaces during a short handoff execution period. One may note that 

another handoff execution scheme like SIP-based handoff can be used in place of MIP-based handoff without affecting our 

proposed interface management and network selection solution. In any case, we only need to know the handoff execution delay to 

determine the appropriate handoff threshold to achieve seamless handoffs and reduce power consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Figure.9  Handoff Procedure 

 

 

Handoff procedure from 3GPP RAN to WLAN/WiMAX RAN shown in Figure.9. The handoff execution includes the connection 

establishment, the resources release and the invocation of proper security services. 

 

(Re-)Authentication: Once the target access network is selected and the handoff decision is launched, the MS must use 

appropriate user credentials to authenticate with the target network and get valid encryption keys for communication sessions. 

Execution: Once the best access network is selected, and the re-authentication is successfully achieved, the communication 

session will be continued on the new radio interface through a new routing path. The change of routing path must be notified to 

the Corresponding Node (CN) or the content provider. 
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6. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT  

Mobility in IP networks has been studied to solve the large scale or general issue where a mobile host (MH) changes the IP 

address quite rarely. This mobility is called macro-mobility and is solved by the IETF standard Mobile IP. To minimize mobility 

signaling and moreover to achieve seamless handover (i.e. fast and with few packet losses), new mobility protocols have been 

introduced by IETF and others. This family is called micro-mobility. Examples are cellular IP, HAWAII or BCMP (BRAIN 

candidate mobility protocol), a new micro-mobility protocol that has been developed in BRAIN. Mobility management includes 

several problems that can be partly solved and studied separately. These are routing, idle host management, path updates and 

local seamless handover, which is closely related to micro-mobility. In this paper, the handover will be investigated in detail 

concentrating on two components: measurement provisioning by the link layer and handover decision process.  

 

       6.1 Handover management  

 

Handover management refers to the impact of handover on the mobile host. To offer a good quality of service to the user, the 

handover management should come up to the following aims :  

 

 Minimise packet loss and delay during a handover (seamless handover).   

 Make use of any ‘‘triggers’’ available (e.g. information from the mobile host or from the network that a  handover is  

          imminent), so that action can be taken in advance of the actual handover (planned handover).  

 Allow the possibility of transferring context (QoS, security, header compression state, link layer states) but also any                  

          buffered packet (tunnelling) from the old to the new access router. 

 Ensure that a planned handover can fall back gracefully to an unplanned one (in case it fails), and that the same  

          actions can happen (transferring buffered packets and context).   

 Allow inter-technology handover if the mobile host supports different technologies (vertical handover).  

 

The terms ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ come from the overlay network structure that has networks with increasing cell sizes at 

higher level as indicated in Figure.10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Horizontal (HHO) and vertical handover (VHO) 

 

VHOs are further classified into two categories: a downward VHO is a handover to a wireless overlay network with a smaller cell 

size and usually higher bandwidth per unit area, whereas an upward VHO is a handover to a wireless overlay network with a 

larger cell size and usually lower bandwidth per unit area.  The possibility for a vertical handover means that an additional 

dimension of choice is introduced since the two system types also offer complementary services. Therefore, an MH might be 

triggered to perform a vertical handover, even though the link quality on the current system has not decreased. 
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7. NEED FOR PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT IN INTERWORKING 

 The goal of performance enhancement techniques is to offer better service in the given network, in accordance with user‘s 

profiles and application requirements. Numerous wireless-based protocols have been created due to the very high evolving pace 

in wireless technologies in the past decade, many of which offering better performance. One of the biggest challenges for this 

hybrid interworking architecture to support high-quality voice traffic over WLANs, WiMAX and 3G networks, which have more 

bandwidth limitations than wired networks. In specific, performance enhancements in interworking offer improved and more 

predictable network service by given that the following services. 

 Supporting dedicated bandwidth  

 Improving loss characteristics 

 Avoiding and managing network congestion 

 Shaping network traffic 

 Setting traffic priorities across the network 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

        The objective of BI is to improve the timeliness and quality of inputs to the decision process, hence facilitating managerial 

work. Many industries are using BI applications to reach beyond the enterprise and share information with vendors and 

customers. Implementing BI within the enterprise is not the destination, but a journey towards an ideal enterprise. Big Data can 

provide forward-looking insights for businesses but business intelligence has traditionally focused on past data. So, big data is 

eclipsing the business intelligence.  .  
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